
Ysgol Gynradd Herbert Thompson 
Weekly Awards - KS2 (19.06.2020)

Llongyfarchiadau Pawb - so proud!  Head over 
to Google Classroom to see a message from Mrs 

Marsh.
If you need to contact the school you can by 

emailing: sheena.marsh@cardiff.gov.uk

Tresaith and Newton
Corey-Jai for sharing his wonderful work - especially his lovely poems and his cart 
wheeling video.   
Philip for continuing to work hard, doing so much work at home and other lovely 
activities too. 
Hussain and Zac for working hard on all their online learning and always giving 100% 
effort. 

Abermawr, Oxwich and Penbryn
Kodi for getting full marks in CLIC.
Seren for engaging in all the CCFC activities this week.
Rio for challenging his parents to do the CCFC challenges every day and uploading 
pictures onto Google Classroom. 
Lily for fantastic South African artwork and Ibrahim for full marks in CLIC and SAFE. 
Aahil and Ava for constantly challenging themselves and giving 100%.  
Lilly-May for completing all her tasks to an amazing standard and getting to CLIC 11.

Amroth and Manorbier
Layla for doing some fab home learning, baking and going on nature walks. 
Alfie for completing every CCFC activity this week.
Stephen for completing tasks on Google Classroom and sending Miss Martin emails 
about his work. 

Llangrannog, Barafundle and Whitesands
Lilli for going up CLIC 18 and continuing to work hard always.
Nadia for completing some super work about the novel, Holes.
Neveah for catching up and doing so much work on Google Classroom(during the last 
two weeks). 
Honeybelle and Sohil for continuing to do every tasks set - amazing!
Amy for being on Google classroom every day and completing tasks set.
Joseph for working hard on Google Classroom. 

Positive Relationships Cup

Maddie and Ffion from Amroth for 
being so good and helpful at home. 

Herbie’s Heart

Alex from Barafundle for 
persevering with fitness 
and running every single 

day with his mum. 
Superstar! 


